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In this paper, we study the deflection of light by a class of phantom black hole and wormhole
solutions in the weak limit approximation. More specifically, in the first part of this work we study the
deflection of light by Garfinkle-Horowitz-Ströminger black hole and Einstein-Maxwell anti-dilaton
black hole using the optical geometry and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Our calculation show that
gravitational lensing is affected by the phantom scalar field (phantom dilaton). In the second part
of this work, we explore the deflection of light by a class of asymptotically flat phantom wormholes.
In particular we have used three types of wormholes: wormhole with a bounded/unbounded mass
function, and a wormhole with a vanishing redshift function. We show that the particular choice of the
shape function and mass function plays a crucial role in the final expression for the deflection angle
of light. In the third part of the paper we verify our findings with the help of standard geodesics
equations. Finally, in the fourth part of this paper we consider the problem for the observational
relevance of our results studying the creation of the weak field Einstein rings.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Presently, the general relativity is not the only viable
theory of gravitation. One of the most promising avenue
realizing the unified theories is the string theory, which
in the low-energy limit reduces to the Einstein-Maxwell
dilaton gravity. Moreover, the most important questions
nowadays is devoted to the existence of the dark energy
(DE). The natural questions arises whether local mani-
festations of DE at astrophysical scale can be observed,
as considerable efforts are made to study the nature of
DE. Different effective models of dark energy have been
proposed in literature [1, 2]. In some of them the possi-
bility of describing DE by phantom fields is considered.
Moreover, one of the modified gravity theory for ex-
plaining the dark energy is the Einstein–(anti–) Maxwell
dilaton theory (EMDT), which has both Maxwell fields
and a phantom dilatonic field with a "wrong" sign of ki-
netic energy. In the EMDT, various type of black holes
were found and discussed in [3–14]. First, Gibbons and
Rasheed obtained the phantom black hole solutions us-
ing the EMDT [15]. Afterwards, the solution of phan-
tom black hole was generalized in higher dimensions by
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Clement et al. [16, 17]. Next, the solution of the regular
phantom black holes were obtained [18, 19].
The gravitational lensing can be used for a confirma-
tion of the generalized gravity theories. In most of the
cases of interest connected with phenomena realizing
on large scales, it is possible to assume that the gravi-
tational field is weak, hence the angle of deflection of
the light rays caused by a spherically symmetric body
with mass M can be approximated by: αˆ ≈ 4GM/bc2,
where b is the impact parameter. But the question of the
influence of the phantom black hole charge on the light
deflection angle in the weak field regime still remains
unclear.
As we have already mentioned, the weak gravita-
tional lensing could provide examination in the asymp-
totically flat space-time region of different kinds black
holes. Therefore, following the method of Gibbons and
Werner (GW) in the present work we wish to study
gravitational lensing in the weak field limit due to a
static, spherically symmetric, charged dilaton Garfinkle-
Horowitz-Strominger (GHS) black hole [20] in the het-
erotic string theory with the aim of investigating the in-
fluence of the dilaton field in the behaviour of the light
bending angle in the weak deflection limit regime by
employing the Gauss-Bonnet theorem (GBT) to the op-
tical geometry. Nowadays, GBT has been applied in nu-
merous studies [21–44].
Deflection of light normally depends on the mass of
the enclosed region, however for the GBT, it only de-
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2pends on the a domain outside of the light ray. The GBT
for the optical geometry of the black hole is defined as
follows [60]:∫ ∫
D
KdS +
∫
∂D
κdt +
∑
i
αi = 2piχ(D), (1)
where χ is the Euler characteristic, κ is a geodesics cur-
vature and αi are the exterior angles. GW showed that
the one can calculate the deflection angle in weak field
limits using the GBT in this simple form [60]:
αˆ = −
∫ ∫
D∞
KdS. (2)
To solve the integral and find the deflection angle
in leading-order terms, the infinite region of the sur-
face D∞ which is bounded by photons and the straight
line approximation of the photon are used. Afterwards,
Werner extended this method for the Kerr black holes
using the osculating Riemannian metric [61]. It is im-
portant to note that the method of GW is only working
for asymptotically flat observers and sources, however
Ishihara et al. showed that it is possible to use the finite
distances [22].
Moreover, one of the aims of the current paper is to
study the effect of phantom scalar field (phantom dila-
ton) and of the phantom black hole charge on gravita-
tional lensing and in particular to the angle of deflection
of the light rays. Calculating the light deflection angle
caused by black holes in the weak deflection limit we
study the possible manifestation of dark energy at a dis-
tances much larger than the black hole gravitational ra-
dius. For this purpose we model DE with phantom dila-
ton and compare the calculated light deflection angle in
the geometries of the standard Einstein-Maxwell black
hole and Einstein-Maxwell-anti-dilaton (EMaD) black
hole which has a phantom dilaton applying the GBT to
the optical geometry.
It has been recently shown that, by using the optical
geometry, we can calculate the Gaussian optical curva-
ture K to find the asymptotic bending angle which, in
the case of asymptotically flat spacetimes, can be calcu-
lated as follows:
αˆ = −
∫ ∫
D∞
K dS, (3)
which gives exact results for bending angle. It is quite
remarkable that one can compute the deflection angle by
integrating over a domain outside the impact parameter.
In this paper our main aim is to obtain the deflection
angle by phantom black holes [16, 17], and phantom
wormholes [45] in the weak gravitational field approxi-
mation using the GBT.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II we
briefly review the phantom black holes such as GHS
Black Hole and EMaD Black Hole. In section III, we cal-
culate the deflection angle by GHS Black Hole using the
GBT in the weak deflection limit. In section IV, we calcu-
late the weak deflection angle for the EMaD Black Hole.
In Section V, we shall calculate the deflection angle by
three particular wormhole solutions. In Section VI we
verify our findings with the help of geodesics approach.
Finally, in Section VII, we comment on our results.
II. PHANTOM BLACK HOLES
The black-hole solutions that we have studied have
been obtained in the frame of the Einstein–(anti–)
Maxwell dilaton theory. When phantom dilaton and/or
phantom electromagnetic field is considered the action
of Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory is generalized to the
following form
S =
∫
dx4
√−g [R− 2η1gµν∇µϕ∇νϕ+ e−2αϕFµνFµν] .
R denotes the Ricci scalar curvature, ϕ is the dilaton, F
is the Maxwell tensor and the constant α determines the
coupling between the dilaton and the electromagnetic
field. For the usual dilaton the dilaton-gravity coupling
constant η1 takes the value η1 = 1 while for phantom
dilaton η1 = −1.
A. Garfinkle-Horowitz-Ströminger dilaton solution
The line element of the static, spherically-symetric
Garfinkle-Horowitz-Ströminger black hole solution of
the Einstein Maxwell scalar field equations obtained in
low energy string theory is given [16, 20] by
ds2 = −F (r)dt2+F (r)−1dr2+H(r)(dθ2+sin2 θdφ2), (4)
with functions F (r) =
(
1− r+r
) (
1− r−r
)γ and H(r) =
r2
(
1− r−r
)1−γ , where the parameter γ = (1 − α2)/(1 +
α2) has been introduced for convenience. It varies in
the interval [−1, 1] for α ∈ (−∞,∞), so the stronger
coupling corresponds to lower values of γ. The core-
sponidng solutions for the dilaton and the Maxwell field
are
e2αϕ =
(
1− r−
r
)1−γ
, F =
Q
r2
dt ∧ dr. (5)
It is noted that the ADM mass M and the charge Q in
terms of the two independent metric parameters r− and
r+ are
2M = r+ + γr−, 2Q2 = (1 + γ)r+r−, (6)
whence the parameters could be expressed respectively
as follows
3r+ = M
1 +
√
1− 2γ
1 + γ
(
Q
M
)2 , (7)
r− =
M
γ
1−
√
1− 2γ
1 + γ
(
Q
M
)2 . (8)
The metric functions F (r) and H(r) in term of the ADM
mass M and the charge Q than respectively are
F (r) =
[
1− M
r
(
1 +
√
1− 2 Q
2γ
(1 + γ)M2
)]
×
[
1− M
rγ
(
1−
√
1− 2 Q
2γ
(1 + γ)M2
)]γ
, (9)
H(r) = r2
[
1− M
rγ
(
1−
√
1− 2 Q
2γ
(1 + γ)M2
)]1−γ
.
(10)
The GHS static black hole solution (4) is characterized
with an event horizon with spherical topology, which is
the biggest root of the equation F (r) = 0 and is given by
r+. For−1 < γ < 1 the metric parameter r− represents a
curvature singularity hidden inside the black hole hori-
zon r+. In order to see that the solution is singular at r−
we calculate the Ricci scalar curvature and find
R =
(1− γ)(1 + γ)r2−
2r4
(
1− r−
r
)γ−2 (
1− r+
r
)
(11)
The two black hole parameters r− and r+ merge at(
Q
M
)2
=
(
Q
M
)2
crit
=
2
1 + γ
, (12)
and the solution reduces to the founded by I.Z. Fisher
in 1948 [46] massless scalar field solution, describ-
ing a naked singularity [67]. In this case, at r− =
2M/γ a singularity is reached and γ ∈ [0, 1]. In the
particular case γ = 0, the solution coincides with
static, spherically symmetric Gibbons-Maeda-Garfinkle-
Horovitz-Ströminger (GMGHS) charged solution inves-
tigated in weak deflection limit regime from Keeton and
Petters in [57]. In the limit case γ → 1 the solution re-
stores the Reissner-Nordstrom black hole. In the par-
ticular case of absence of electrical charge Q = 0, the
Schwarzschild black hole is recovered with an event
horizon r+ = 2M . In this work we will restric our con-
siderations to weak gravitational lening of black holes.
B. Einstein Maxwell anti-dilaton solution
The line element of the Einstein Maxwell anti-dilaton
black hole is given by [16]
ds2 = −F (r)dt2 + F (r)−1dr2 +H(r)(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2),
(13)
with functions F (r) =
(
1− r+r
) (
1− r−r
)1/γ and H(r) =
r2
(
1− r−r
)1−1/γ . The solutions for the dilaton and the
Maxwell field are
e2αϕ =
(
1− r−
r
)1−1/γ
, F =
Q
r2
dt ∧ dr. (14)
The ADM mass M and the charge Q can be expressed
by r+ and r− in the following way
2M = r+ +
1
γ
r−, 2Q2 =
(1 + γ)
γ
r+r−, (15)
whence the black hole parameters represented in therms
of the ADM mass M and the charge Q are
2M = r+ + γr−, 2Q2 = (1 + γ)r+r−, (16)
wherefrom the black hole parameters could be ex-
pressed respectively as follows
r+ = M
1 +
√
1− 2
1 + γ
(
Q
M
)2 , (17)
r− = γM
1−
√
1− 2
1 + γ
(
Q
M
)2 . (18)
One can show the metric function F (r) and H(r) in
terms of the ADM mass M and the charge Q respec-
tively are
F (r) =
[
1− M
r
(
1 +
√
1− 2 Q
2
(1 + γ)M2
)]
×
[
1− Mγ
r
(
1−
√
1− 2 Q
2
(1 + γ)M2
)]1/γ
,(19)
H(r) = r2
[
1− Mγ
r
(
1−
√
1− 2 Q
2γ
(1 + γ)M2
)]1−1/γ
.
(20)
The parameter r+ in the EMaD static black hole solu-
tion (13) represents the black hole horizon, which is the
biggest root of the equation F (r) = 0. For −1 < γ < 1
the metric parameter r− give rise to a curvature singu-
larity, which can be seen from the Ricci scalar calculated
for the given metric
R =
(γ − 1)(1 + γ)r2−
2γ2r4
(
1− r−
r
) 1
γ−2 (
1− r+
r
)
(21)
4The condition for both parameters r− and r+ to be real
is (
Q
M
)2
≤
(
Q
M
)2
crit
=
1 + γ
2
. (22)
In the limit case γ → 1 the Reissner-Nordström black
hole is restored. For r− = 0, when the black hole charge
Q vanish or γ → 0 the Schwarzschild black hole is re-
stored.
III. GAUSS-BONNET THEOREM AND WEAK
GRAVITATIONAL LENSING BY GHS AND EMAD
BLACK HOLES
A. Deflection angle by Garfinkle-Horowitz-Ströminger
dilaton black hole
In this subsection we study the weak gravitational
lensing in the geometry of the GHS black holes with
the GBT. First we use the null geodesic ds2 = 0 where
with the deflection angle of light in the equatorial plane
θ = pi/2, we obtain the optical metric of GHS BH as fol-
lows:
dt2 =
1
F (r)2
dr2 +
H(r)
F (r)
dϕ2. (23)
Afterwards, we make the transformation to tortoise
coordinates with r?, and find the f(r?)
dr? =
1
F (r)
dr, f2(r?) =
H(r)
F (r)
. (24)
The metric of GMGHS reduces to
dt2 = g˜ab dx
adxb = dr?2 + f2(r?)dϕ2. (a, b = r, ϕ),
(25)
Then we obtain the Gaussian optical curvature K:
K = − 1
f(r?)
d2f(r?)
dr?2
(26)
= − 1
f(r?)
[
dr
dr?
d
dr
(
dr
dr?
)
df
dr
+
(
dr
dr?
)2
d2f
dr2
]
.
Since we are interested in the weak limit, we can ap-
proximate the optical Gaussian curvature as
K ≈− γ r−
r3
− r+
r3
+
3r+
2
4r4
+
9γ r− r+
2r4
+
r−2
(
8 γ2 − 6 γ + 1)
4r4
(27)
Now, we calculate the deflection angle using the
Gaussian optical curvature. For this purpose, we select a
non-singular region DR with boundary ∂DR = γg˜ ∪CR.
Note that this region allows the GBT to be stated as fol-
lows:∫∫
DR
K dS +
∮
∂DR
κdt+
∑
i
θi = 2piχ(DR), (28)
in which κ gives the geodesic curvature, K stands for
the Gaussian optical curvature, while θi is the exterior
angle at the ith vertex. We can choose a non-singular
domain outside of the light ray with the Euler character-
istic number χ(DR) = 1. In order to find the deflection
angle, let us first compute the geodesic curvature using
the following relation
κ = g˜ (∇γ˙ γ˙, γ¨) (29)
together with the unit speed condition g˜(γ˙, γ˙) = 1,
where γ¨ gives the unit acceleration vector. If we let
R → ∞, our two jump angles (θO , θS ) become pi/2, or
in other words, the sum of jump angles to the sourceS ,
and observer O , satisfies θO + θS → pi. Hence we can
write GBT as∫∫
DR
K dS+
∮
CR
κdt
R→∞
=
∫∫
D∞
K dS+
pi+αˆ∫
0
dϕ = pi. (30)
Let us now compute the geodesic curvature κ. To
do so, we first point out that κ(γg˜) = 0, since γg˜ is a
geodesic. We are left with the following
κ(CR) = |∇C˙RC˙R|, (31)
where we choose CR := r(ϕ) = R = const. The radial
part is evaluated as(
∇C˙RC˙R
)r
= C˙ϕR
(
∂ϕC˙
r
R
)
+ Γ˜rϕϕ
(
C˙ϕR
)2
. (32)
From the last equation, it obvious that the first term
vanishes, while the second term is calculated using Eq.
(7) and the unit speed condition. For the geodesic cur-
vature we find
lim
R→∞
κ(CR) = lim
R→∞
∣∣∣∇C˙RC˙R∣∣∣ ,
→ 1
R
. (33)
On the other hand, for very large radial distance
yields
lim
R→∞
dt →
(
R− (γ − 1)r−
2γ
)
dϕ. (34)
If we combine the last two equations, we find
κ(CR)dt = dϕ. It is convenient to choose the deflec-
tion line as r = b/ sinϕ, in that case, the deflection angle
from Eq. (30) can be recast in the following from
αˆ = −
pi∫
0
∞∫
b
sinϕ
K dS. (35)
5If we substitute Eq. (27) into the last equation and
solve it. Note that we use the following relation dr? ≈
dr, valid in the limit as R → ∞. One can easily solve
this integral up to the second order terms to find the fol-
lowing result
αˆ ' 2 r+
b
+ 2
γ r−
b
− 3pi
16
r2+
b2
− pi(1− 6γ + 8γ
2)r2−
16b2
− 9piγ
8
r+r−
b2
.
(36)
B. Deflection angle by Einstein Maxwell anti-dilaton
black hole
In the current subsection we consider the deflection
angle of EMaD black hole in weak field approximation
using the GBT. First we use the null geodesic ds2 = 0
where with the deflection angle of light in the equatorial
plane θ = pi/2, we obtain the optical metric of EMaD
black hole as follows:
dt2 =
1
F (r)2
dr2 +
H(r)
F (r)
dϕ2, (37)
with functions F (r) =
(
1− r+r
) (
1− r−r
)1/γ and H(r) =
r2
(
1− r−r
)1−1/γ .
For this purpose, similarly to previous section, first
we obtain the Gaussian optical curvature K . Since we
are interested in the weak limit, we can approximate the
optical Gaussian curvature as
K ≈− r+
r3
− r−
r3γ
+
3r+
2
4r4
+
9r− r+
2r4γ
+
(
γ2 − 6 γ + 8) r−2
4r4γ2
.
(38)
For the geodesic curvature we find
lim
R→∞
κ(CR) = lim
R→∞
∣∣∣∇C˙RC˙R∣∣∣ ,
→ 1
R
. (39)
On the other hand, for very large radial distance
yields
lim
R→∞
dt →
(
R− (γ − 1)r−
2γ
)
dϕ. (40)
If we combine the last two equations, we find
κ(CR)dt = dϕ. It is convenient to choose the deflec-
tion line as r = b/ sinϕ, in that case, the deflection angle
from Eq. (30) can be recast in the following from
αˆ = −
pi∫
0
∞∫
b
sinϕ
K dS. (41)
If we substitute Eq. (38) into the last equation, and
solve the integral in the leading order terms, we obtain
the following result for deflection angle:
αˆ ' 2 r+
b
+ 2
r−
bγ
− 3pi
16
r2+
b2
− pi(8− 6γ + γ
2)r2−
16γ4b2
− 9pi
8γ
r+r−
b2
.
(42)
IV. LIGHT DEFLECTION BY PHANTOM WORMHOLES
A. Wormholes with a bounded mass function
Recently a class of wormhole solutions with a phan-
tom energy equation of state parameter ω < −1 was
reported in Ref. [45]. As a first example we shall ex-
amine a particular wormhole solution with a bounded
mass function with the metric written as follows [45]
ds2 = −
(
1 +
ar0
r
)1− 1a
dt2+
dr2
1− r0r
(
ar0
r + 1− a
)+r2dΩ2,
(43)
where the parameter a belongs to the interval −1 < a <
0. Note that the wormhole throat which connects two
asymptotic regions is located at r0, with the following
condition b(r0) = r0. The mass function with a finite
value is given by
m(r) =
ar0
2
(r0
r
− 1
)
. (44)
Let is write the wormhole optical metric in the (r, ϕ)
plane which takes the form
dt2 =
dr2(
1 + ar0r
)1− 1a [1− r0r (ar0r + 1− a)]+
r2dϕ2(
1 + ar0r
)1− 1a .
(45)
The Gaussian optical curvature on the other hand is
approximated as follows
K ' (7− 14a) r
2
0 + 4r (a− 1) r0
4r4
. (46)
In addition the geodesic curvature reads
lim
R→∞
κ(CR) = lim
R→∞
∣∣∣∇C˙RC˙R∣∣∣ ,
→ 1
R
. (47)
On the other hand, for very large radial distance we
have
lim
R→∞
dt → Rdϕ. (48)
To put it another way, our optical-wormhole met-
ric is asymptotically Euclidean satisfying the condition
6κ(CR)dt/dϕ = 1. Moreover if we substitute the expres-
sion for the Gaussian optical curvature in Eq. (26) the
deflection angle is recast as follows
αˆ = −
pi∫
0
∞∫
b
sinϕ
(
(7− 14a) r20 + 4r (a− 1) r0
4r3
)
drdϕ. (49)
As a result, up to the first oder approximation we find
the following result for the deflection angle:
αˆ ' 2 r0
b
(1− a)− pir
2
0
16b2
(7− 14a) . (50)
The obtained result (50) coinsides up to the first order
with the approximate expression for the weak deflection
angle of the light calculated in Schwarzschild spacetime,
in the limit a → 0, where because of that the wormhole
is asymptotically flat r0 = 2M . Here the AMD mass M
is involved.
B. Wormholes with an unbounded mass function
Our second example is a wormhole solution with un-
bounded mass function with the following spacetime
metric [45]
ds2 = −
(
1 +
1− a√
r/r0
)2
dt2+
dr2
1− a√
r/r0
− 1−ar/r0
+r2dΩ2.
(51)
With the mass function given as
m(r) =
a
2
(
√
rr0 − r0) . (52)
It is noted that, the above expression is positive
throughout the spacetime, but unbounded as r → ∞.
Furthermore the parameter a lies in the range 0 < a < 2.
The corresponding optical metric in the (r, ϕ) reads
dt2 =
dr2(
1 + 1−a√
r/r0
)2(
1− a√
r/r0
− 1−ar/r0
)+ r2dϕ2(
1 + 1−a√
r/r0
)2 ,
(53)
with the Gaussian optical curvature
K ' − r0
2r3
+
√
r0
4r5/2
− 3r
3/2
0
2r7/2
− 3r
2
0
4r4
+ Ξ(r, r0) a (54)
in which
Ξ(r, r0) = −3r0
8r3
−
√
r0
2r5/2
+
21r
3/2
0
8r7/2
+
9r20
4r4
. (55)
The geodesic curvature reveals that
lim
R→∞
κ(CR) = lim
R→∞
∣∣∣∇C˙RC˙R∣∣∣ ,
→ 1
R
, (56)
together with
lim
R→∞
dt → Rdϕ. (57)
From these results it is possible to show κ(CR)dt =
dϕ. It is a straightforward analyses to check that the
light ray equation is governed by equation r = b/ sinϕ.
The GBT implies
αˆ = −
pi∫
0
∞∫
b
sinϕ
(
− r0
2r3
+
√
r0
4r5/2
− 3r
3/2
0
2r7/2
− 3r
2
0
4r4
+ Ξ a
)
rdrdϕ.
(58)
Solving the integral we obtain the following expres-
sion
αˆ ' −
√
pi
√
r0 Γ
(
3
4
)
2
√
bΓ
(
5
4
) (1− 2a) + r0
4b
(4 + 3a) (59)
+
√
pir
3/2
0 Γ
(
5
4
)
6b3/2 Γ
(
7
4
) (6− 21
2
a) +
pir20
16b2
(3− 9a).
C. Wormholes with vanishing redshift function
Our last example, is a rather simple wormhole solu-
tion with a vanishing redshift function. The spacetime
metric in that case is given by [45]
ds2 = −dt2 + dr
2
1− (r0/r)1−α +r
2dθ2 +r2 sin2 θdϕ2, (60)
in which 0 < α < 1. The optical metric takes the form
dt2 =
dr2
1− (r0/r)1−α + r
2dϕ2, (61)
and
K = − (1− α)r0
2r3
(r0
r
)−α
. (62)
It is a straightforward to see that
lim
R→∞
κ(CR) = lim
R→∞
∣∣∣∇C˙RC˙R∣∣∣ ,
→ 1
R
, (63)
thus the optical geometry is asymptotically Euclidean
lim
R→∞
κ(CR)dt
dϕ
= 1. (64)
Utilizing the GBT it follows
αˆ = −
pi∫
0
∞∫
b
sinϕ
[
− (1− α)r0
2r3
(r0
r
)−α]
rdrdϕ. (65)
7Finally evaluating the above integral we find
αˆ =
√
pi
2
Γ(1− α2 )
Γ( 32 − α2 )
(r0
b
)1−α
. (66)
To simplify the problem we perform a power series
expanssion of the deflection angle, which is given by
αˆ ' (1 + α[1− ln 2])r0
b
(67)
− (pi
2 − 12[2 + (ln 2)2 − ln 4])r0α2
24b
+ O(ln r0, α
2).
In the weak field regime the approximate expression
(67) for the deflection angle coincides with the light
bending angle in Schwarzschild spacetime in the limit
α→ 0.
V. GEODESICS
In this section we apply the standard geodesics ap-
proach to show that one can obtain the same results
(36) and (42) for the deflection angles in the weak field
regime. The geodesic equations can be derived using
the Euler-Lagrange formalism [48] with the Lagrangian
2L = −F (r)t˙ 2 + F (r)−1r˙ 2 +H(r)φ˙ 2 (68)
for geodesics in the θ = pi/2 hypersurface of the consid-
ered black hole or wormhole geometry. Here, the dot
represents the derivative with respect to the affine pa-
rameter λ, i.e. q˙ = dq/dλ. Since the metric coefficients do
not depend neither on φ nor t, than the geodesic equa-
tions corresponding to these "cyclic" coordinates will be
associated to two integrals of motion according to the
equations Π˙q − ∂L /∂q = 0 leading to
Π˙t = 0, Π˙φ = 0. (69)
Here, Πq = ∂L /∂q˙ are the conjugate momenta to the
spacetime coordinates q and for the Lagrangian (68) are
given by
Πt = −F (r)t˙ ≡ −E, (70)
Πr = F (r)
−1r˙ (71)
Πφ = H(r)φ˙ ≡ L, (72)
where E and L are the first integrals of motion for a test
particle, corresponding to the energy at infinity and the
angular momentum, respectively. Therefore, the Hamil-
tonian for a test particle with rest mass m in the static
and spherically symmetric spacetimes under considera-
tion is given by
H = Πtt˙+ Πφφ˙+ Πr r˙ −L , (73)
2H = −Et˙+ Lφ˙+ F (r)−1r˙2 = −m2. (74)
Considering only massless particles and taking into ac-
count the condition m = 0, for photons we obtain the
following equations of motion
t˙ =
E
F (r)
, (75)
φ˙ =
L
H(r)
, (76)
r˙2 = E2 − L2 F (r)
H(r)
. (77)
Finding the set of values of the integrals of motion E
and L, for which r˙ = 0, we can determine a precise re-
lation between the light ray impact parameter b = L/E
and the closest approach distance r0
b(r0) =
√
H(r0)
F (r0)
. (78)
Having the expressions (76) and (77) we find the az-
imuthal shift of the photon as a function of the coordi-
nate distance
dφ
dr
= ± 1
H(r)
[
1
b2
− F (r)
H(r)
]−1/2
, (79)
where the sign in front of square root is negative along
the motion of the photon from the source to the mini-
mum distance r0 and the sign is positive for the motion
of the photon to the source, afterwards.
Let’s assume the light source and observer are placed
in the asymptotically flat region of the spacetime. Then,
according to the symmetry in the phase of approach and
departure we can write the whole light deflection angle
via integration of Eq. (79) from r0 to infinity
αˆ(r0) = 2
∫ ∞
r0
∣∣∣∣dφdr
∣∣∣∣ dr − pi. (80)
A. Deflection angle by Garfinkle-Horowitz-Ströminger
black hole
The relation between the impact parameter b and the
distance of closest approach of the light ray r0 in the
spacetime of the Garfinkle-Horovitz-Strominger dilaton
black hole is given by
b(r0) = r
1+γ
0
√
(r0 − r−)1−2γ
(r0 − r+) . (81)
We expect for small deviations of the light rays the dis-
tance of a closest approach r0 to be of the same order
as the impact parameter, under assumptions r0  r+
and r0  r−. Therefore, for the solution of Eq. (77) we
suggest that
r0 ' b
1 +
2∑
i,j=1
cr+r−
i
r+
j
r− + O(
3
r)
 , (82)
8where we are introducing two independent expansion
parameters in terms of the black hole horizons
r+ =
r+
b
, r− =
r−
b
. (83)
Here the coefficients cr+r− are real numbers, and the
summation is over all possible combinations of epsilon
powers i, j up to and including second order terms. No-
tice, that the approximation (82) is not longer valid in
limit γ → −1, when the both black hole horizons di-
verge.
Solving the equation r˙(r0) = 0 we find for the closest
approach distance
r0 ' b
{
1− r+
2b
+
(1− 2γ)r−
2b
+
(1− 2γ)r+r−
4b2
− 3r
2
+
8b2
+
(1− 4γ2)r2−
8b2
+ O(3)
}
.
(84)
The azimuthal shift of the photon follows from the
Eqs. (76) and (77) and is given by
dφ
dr
=
(r − r−)γ−1
r1+γ
[
1
b2
− (r − r+)
r2(1+γ)(r − r−)1−2γ
]−1/2
(85)
Assuming εr+ = r+/r0 and εr− = r−/r0 are small
enough quantities, we can consider a Taylor expansion
series of Eq. (85) up to and including second order terms
of the new expansion parameters εr+ and εr− . To make
integration afterwards easier, we introduce new variable
u = r0/r, in terms of which
dφ
du
' 1√
1− u2 +
1
2
[
1 + u+ u2√
1− u(1 + u)3/2
]
εr+ −
1
2
[
1− u(1 + u)− 2γ√
1− u(1 + u)3/2
]
εr− +
3
8
[ (
u2 + u+ 1
)2
√
1− u(1 + u)5/2
]
ε2r+
− 1
4
[
(1− 2γ)− 2γu+ (1− 6γ)u2 − 2u3 − u4√
1− u(1 + u)5/2
]
εr+εr−
− 1
8
[
1− 4γ2 − (12γ − 6)u− (8γ2 + 1)u2 − 6u3 − 3u4√
1− u2(1 + u)2
]
ε2r− + O(ε
3).
(86)
Calculations of the deflection angle, according to Eq.
(80), show that the zero order term O(1) evaluated on
pi is shortening. As opposed to that the first order terms
proportional to O(εr+) and O(εr−) respectively, give the
most significant contributions 2εr+ and 2γεr− , to the
light deflection angle, as can be seen from the next ex-
pression
αˆ(r0) ' 2r+
r0
+
2γr−
r0
−
(
3pi
8
− 1 + 3(2− pi)γ
2
)
r+r−
r20
+
(
15pi
16
− 1
)
r2+
r20
−
( pi
16
− γ + (2− pi)γ2
) r2−
r20
+ O(ε3r). (87)
Hence, taking into account the power series (84), we can
represent the light deflection angle in terms of the pho-
ton integrals of motion L and E, via the impact parame-
ter b, up to and including the second orders of r. There-
fore, the bending of light ray by GHS black hole leads to
the following components of the deflection angle
αˆ(b) ' 2r+
b
+
2γr−
b
− 3pi(1− 4γ)r+r−
8b2
+
15pi
16
r2+
b2
− pi
(
1
16
− γ2
)
r2−
b2
+ O(3r).
(88)
Up to the first formal order in the expansion parameter
the approximate expression for the light deflection angle
(88) coincides with the result (36) found by GBT.
B. Deflection angle by Einstein-Maxwell anti-dilaton
black hole
In the case of Einstein-Maxwell anti-dilaton black hole
the impact parameter of the photon b and the distance of
closest approach r0 obey the following relation
b(r0) = r
1+ 1γ
0
√
(r0 − r−)1− 2γ
(r0 − r+) . (89)
The azimuthal shift of the photon as a function of the
coordinate distance is given by
dφ
dr
=
(r − r−) 1γ−1
r1+
1
γ
[
1
b2
− (r − r+)
r2+
2
γ (r − r−)1− 2γ
]−1/2
(90)
Introducing two independent expansion parameters
εr+ = r+/r0 and εr− = r−/r0, we can perform Taylor
series expansion of Eq. (90) up to and including second
order terms. Therefore, the bending angle of the light
9Figure 1: The deflection angles by GHS (red) and EMaD (blue) black holes as a function of the closest approach distance r0 for an electrical
charge Q = 0.5M and three values of γ: γ = −0.5 (left), γ = 0 (middle), and γ = −0.5 (right). The dashed lines represent exact numerical
calculations of the deflection angle, as opposed to solid lines referring to approximated analytically results (87) and (91) yield by the geodesics.
ray, defined by Eq. (80) is given by
αˆ(r0) ' 2r+
r0
+
2r−
γb
+
(3pi(4− γ)− 8(3− γ))r+r−
8γr20
+
(
15pi
16
− 1
)
r2+
r20
−
(
pi
16
− pi + γ − 2
γ2
)
r2−
r20
+ O(ε3r). (91)
Here, similar to the procedure described in the pre-
vious paragraph we take into account the power series
(82). After completing approximation procedure, we ob-
tain the light deflection angle
αˆ(b) ' 2r+
b
+
2r−
γb
− 3pi
8
(
1− 4
γ
)
r+r−
b2
+
15pi
16
r2+
b2
+ pi
(
1
γ2
− 1
16
)
r2−
b2
+ O(3r).
(92)
The most significant contributions to the light deflection
angle in that case are given by the first order terms 2r+
and 2r−/γ, proportional to O(r+) and O(r−), respec-
tively.
As expected, up to the given formal order in the ex-
pansion parameters the deflection angle in the weak
limit approximation is found to be the same result (42)
found by GBT.
Both deflection angles are plotted in Fig. 5. The main
difference in the behaviour of the deflection angles man-
ifests in the changing of the metric parameter γ. In the
case of EMD black hole, the deflection angle increases
with opposed to the bending angle by EMaD black hole,
which decreases with the increase of the parameter γ.
The light ray suffers equal deflection by any of the black
holes when γ goes to 1, no matter what is the electri-
cal charge. Furthermore, both deflection angles decrease
with the increases of the charge. In general, the param-
eter γ and the electrical charge Q/M have a negligible
impact on the observable quantities as can be seen from
the discussion in Sec. VI.
C. Deflection angle by phantom wormholes
In the case of the wormhole solution with a bounded
mass function (43), the impact parameter of the photon
b and the distance of closest approach rm obey the fol-
lowing relation
b(rm) = rm
(
1− ar0
rm
) 1
2 (
1
a−1)
. (93)
The azimuthal shift of the photon follows from the
Eqs. (76) and (77) and is given by
dφ
dr
=
1
r2
[
1
b2
− 1
r2
(
1− ar0
r
)1− 1a ]−1/2
. (94)
In order to obtain the light deflection angle in weak
deflection limit, we perform a Taylor series expansion
of (94) up to and including second order terms in the
powers of new small expansion parameter εr0 = r0/rm.
Therefore, integrating the azimuthal shift function, ac-
cording to Eq. (80), we can obtain an approximate ex-
pression for the light deflection angle up to second order
terms proportional to O(εr0).
In order to present the light deflection angle in terms
of the photon integrals of motion L and E, we are go-
ing to calculate a power series expanssion in terms of
the light ray impact parameter b. Since in the weak field
limit the light deflection angle is small, the photons dis-
tance of the closest approach rm is of the same order as
the impact parameter b. Therefore, under assumption
that the wormhole throat r0  rm, we introduce the ex-
pansion parameter
r0 =
r0
b
. (95)
In the frame of the given approximation, one can easily
solve the integral (80) in the second order terms to find
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the following result
αˆ(b) ' 2(1− a)r0
b
+
pi(11− 22a+ 15a2)r20
16b2
+ O(3r0).
(96)
Up to the first formal order in the expansion param-
eter the approximate expression for the light deflection
angle (96) coincides with the result (50) found by GBT.
In the case of the wormhole with unbounded mass
function (51) one can show that the impact parameter of
the light ray is given by
b(r
m
) =
rm
1 + (1− a)
√
r0
rm
(97)
Considering a light rays with distance of closest ap-
proach rm  r0, where r0 is the wormhole throat, one
can show that the light deflection angle in the weak de-
flection limit is given by
αˆ(b) ' −
√
pi
2
Γ
(
3
4
)
Γ
(
5
4
)√r0
b
(1− 2a) + (3− 6a)r0
b
+ O(3r, a
2). (98)
Here, we have choosen r =
√
r0/b for a power series
expansion parameter and we have also assumed a 1.
Comparison of the result with that obtained by GBT
(59) shows that the both expresions for the deflection an-
gle match up to the leading term proportional to O(r).
Moreover, one can notice that the light deflection angle
by wormhole with an unbounded mass function is neg-
ative, in the limit r0/b→ 0, for small enough a.
In the last case concerning a wormhole with vanishing
redshift function (60) one can show that the impact pa-
rameter b and the closest approach distance of the light
ray rm coincide
b(rm) = rm. (99)
Following the same procedure applied in the previous
cases one can show that the approximate light deflection
angle is given by
αˆ(b) ' (1 + α[1− ln 2])r0
b
+
3pir20
16b2
(1− α[1− ln 4])
+ O(2r0 , α
2),
(100)
where first we have adopt r0 = r0/b for the series ex-
pansion parameter, as we assume that the wormhole
throat r0 and the impact parameter b of the photon obey
the relation r0  b. Afterwards, we perform a power se-
ries expansion of the obtained result, assuming that the
metric parameter α is small quantity.
Up to the first formal order in the expansion param-
eter the approximate expression for the light deflection
angle (100) coincides with the result (67) found by GBT.
Figure 2: The deflection angles by EMD and EMaD black holes
(black), phantom wormhole with a bounded mass function (red),
phantom wormhole with an unbounded mass function (blue) and
phantom wormhole with vanishing redshift function (purple) as a
function of the light ray impact parameter b. In the cases of the EMD
and EMaD black holes the values of Q/M and the metric parameter
γ are the same as on Fig. 5. In the cases of the phantom worm-
holes three different values of the metric parameters are involved
as follows: wormhole with a bounded mass function: a = −0.2
(thick), a = −0.1 (dash) and a = 0 (dash–dot); wormhole with
an unbounded mass function: a = 0 (thick), a = 0.1 (dash) and
a = 0.2 (dash–dot); wormhole with vanishing redshift function:
α = 0 (thick), α = 0.1 (dash) and α = 0.2 (dash–dot).
The perturbation series for the deflection angles by
phantom wormholes (96), (98) and (100) are plotted on
Fig. 2 together with the deflection angles by EMD and
EMaD black holes (88) and (92) for different values of
the metrics parameters. In general, all the deflection an-
gles are monotonically decreasing functions of the im-
pact parameter b, with an exception of the deflection
angle by the phantom wormhole with an unbounded
mass function. The deflection angle of that wormhole
has a negative local minimum for some b, and becomes a
positive function for relatively small impact parameters
when the weak deflection limit approximation breaks
down. The deflection angle by phantom wormhole with
a bounded mass function is greater than the deflection
angle by the phantom black holes, while the bending an-
gle by phantom wormhole with vanishing redshift func-
tion remains smaller. This behaviour of the deflection
angles is critical to creating images by the examined can-
didates for gravitational lenses, as one can see from the
discussion in the Sec. VI.
VI. OBSERVABLES
In this section we pay attention on the observational
relevance of the results obtained in the previous sec-
tions knowing the light deflection angles by the black
holes and wormholes under consideration. To study the
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gravitational lensing effects in the weak deflection limit
we adopt the configuration where the massive compact
object (the lens L) is situated between a point source
of light (S) and an observer (O), and the both are lo-
cated in the asymptotically flat region of the spacetime,
at distances much larger than the black hole horizons r+
and r−, as well as the wormhole throats r0. In order to
calculate the positions of the images of greatest impor-
tance to observations, we examine especially the diame-
ter angles of the Einstein rings, which for a point source
have infinite brightness [58]. To do that, we choose the
Ohanian lens equation [62], which is the closest relative
to the exact lens equation, because it contains only the
asymptotic approximation, concerning the observer and
source positions with respect to the compact object, as it
is not involved in any additional assumption [63]. It can
be written in terms of the observational angular coordi-
nates, namely the image position θ, the source position
β and the light deflection angle α as follows
arcsin
(
DOL
DLS
sin θ
)
− arcsin
(
DOS
DLS
sinβ
)
= αˆ(θ)− θ,
(101)
where the DOL is the observer–lens distance, DOS is
the observer–source distance andDLS is the lens–source
distance. Here the deflection angle αˆ is a function of θ
through the light ray impact parameter b = DOL sin θ.
The general solution of the lens equation (101) is [63]
θ±(αˆ, β) = arctan
 DOS cos αˆ sinβ ± sin αˆ
√
D2LS −D2OS sin2 β
DOL −DOS sin αˆ sinβ + cos αˆ
√
D2LS −D2OS sin2 β
 , (102)
where solutions θ± represent the positions of the two
weak field images situated in diametrically opposed di-
rections with respect to the center of the lens. An ob-
server, located on the optical axis passing through the
lens typically sees the images located on the left θ−(β <
0) and on the right θ+(β > 0) side of the lens, according
to the position of the light source β with respect to the
optical axis.
In the special situation β = 0, when the source lies
on (or passes through) the optical axis an Einstein ring
is formed. In this particular case the lens equations is
reduced to a simpler equation with solutions
θ+ = −θ− = arctan
(
DLS sin αˆ
DOL +DLS cos αˆ
)
, (103)
which in the weak deflection approximation, αˆ 1 rep-
resents the angular radius of the Einstein ring given by
θE ' DLS
DOS
αˆ(b). (104)
Here is taken into account thatDOS = DOL+DLS , when
the angular source position is β = 0.
In order to make comparison between the observa-
tional radii of the Einstein ring created in the black hole
and wormhole scenario we are plotted in the paper for
different values of the charge Q/M and the metric pa-
rameter γ and under the following assumptions. We
consider the massive dark object Sgr A∗ in the center
of our Galaxy as a lens. We are taking into account that
the observer is positioned at distance DOL = 8.33 kpc
from the lens, while for the lens–source distance, fol-
lowing [65], we have taken DLS = 0.5DOL. Accord-
Figure 3: The relative angular position of the weak field Einstein
ring θE for EMD (black) and EMaD (red) black holes for the follow-
ing values of Q/M : Q/M = 0 corresponding to the Schwarzschild
black hole (curves 1), Q/M = 0.25 (curves 2), Q/M = 0.5 (curves
3), Q/M = 0.75 (curves 4), Q/M = 1 (curves 5), Q/M = 1.22
(curves 6) and Q/M =
√
2 (curves 7).
ing to [66] the lens mass is M = 4.31 × 106M, so
M/DOL ≈ 2.49× 10−11.
As a starting point we calculate the classical radius
of the Einstein ring for a point-like gravitational lens
based on the Schwarzschild geometry, in order to define
a characteristic angular scale in the celestial sky. Keep-
ing only the first order of the Schwarzschild black hole
deflection angle αˆ(b) = 4M/b, and using the relation
b = DOL sin θ ' DOLθ the bending angle in the hypoth-
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Figure 4: The relative angular positions of the weak field Einstein ring θE for the phantom wormhole with bounded mass function, phantom
wormhole with an unbounded mass function and phantom with a vanishing redshift function versus the specific metric parameters. The shown
real solutions of the lens equations are relevant only for small values of the metric parameters.
esis of small angles is
αˆSch(θ) ' 4M
DOL
1
θ
. (105)
Therefore, the typical Einstein ring radius of the lens
system in the weak deflection limit, according to the Eq.
(104), is given by
ϑE =
√
4M
DOL
DLS
DOS
' 1.186 arcsec. (106)
In this situation the corresponding light deflection an-
gle is αˆSch(ϑE) ' 988.2µarcsec.
Calculating the typical Einstein ring for the
Schwarzschild point–like lens one can study the
specific Einstein rings for the compact objects under
consideration and present their sizes in units of it.
Let us first consider a couple of black hole solutions
with canonical electromagnetic field EMD and EMaD.
Taking into account the approximate expressions for the
deflection angles (88) and (92) and Eq. (104) as well, we
obtain the lens equation whose maximal real solution
represents the weak field Einstein ring. In explicit form,
the lens equation is reducing to third order algebraic
equation in terms of θ. The obtained positions of the
Einstein ring for the different values of the electrical
charge Q/M and the metric parameter γ are plotted
in Fig. 3. As we can see the role of the parameter γ
responsible for the coupling between the dilaton and
the Maxwell field is to increase the deflection angle in a
regime of weaker coupling when γ is bigger. Besides the
weaker coupling between the phantom scalar field and
canonical Maxwell field leads to decreasing of the light
deflection angle. In all of those cases, the increasing of
the electrical charge leads to decreasing of the deflection
angle and to creating of smaller in size Einstein ring. As
in those situations, the deflection angle by EMD black
hole is smaller than the bending angle by EMaD black
hole, the created Einstein ring in the dilaton case, can’t
exceed the size of Einstein rings around the black hole
with phantom dilaton field.
Since the differences of the created weak field Ein-
stein rings by the dilaton and phantom dilaton black
holes are negligible the probability for discriminating
between these types of compact objects by observation
of the rings remains very small.
In comparison with the strong deflection limit the cre-
ated relativistic Einstein rings have similar behaviour
with the increase of the electrical charge Q/M as op-
posed to the impact of the coupling parameter γ to the
observables. In that situation, the weaker coupling be-
tween the canonical Maxwell and scalar fields leads to
the formation of Einstein ring bigger in size than the size
of the relativistic ring inherent for EMaD black hole with
the same strength of the coupling between the canon-
ical Maxwell and phantom scalar field. In both black
hole cases the increasing of the electrical charge Q/M
leads to negligible decreasing of the size of the relativis-
tic rings, as they remain smaller than the Schwarzschild
black hole ring [52].
Let us consider the phantom wormhole cases for com-
parison. Unlike the Maxwell-dilaton and Maxwell-
phantom dilaton black hole cases, the phantom worm-
holes give an opportunity for more clear distinguishing
of their weak field Einstein rings. Taking into account
the approximate expressions for the deflection angles
(96) and (98) and Eq. (100) as well, we obtain the lens
equation whose maximal real solution represents the
weak field Einstein ring. In the phantom wormhole case
with a bounded mass function, the solution is greater
than the solution for the Schwarzschild black hole case
for non zero values of the metric parameter a, as it is
shown in Fig. 4. This indicates that there is the possi-
bility of forming a larger-sized weak field Einstein ring
than the Schwarzschild one.
In the case of the phantom wormhole with an un-
bounded mass function, the lens equation does not pos-
sess a real solution for small enough metric parameter
a which indicates the inability for the creation of weak
field Einstein ring. The only possible real root of the lens
equation in the given approximation exist for relatively
smaller light impact parameters, for which the weak de-
flection limit methodology gives a huge error.
In the last case concerning the phantom wormhole
with a vanishing redshift function, the lens equation
owns one single positive root, which is an indication
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Figure 5: The positions of the weak field Einstein rings by EMD and
EMaD black hole lenses (black), as well as the phantom wormhole
with bounded mass function (red) and phantom with a vanishing
redshift function lenses (purple). The phantom wormhole with an
unbounded mass function does not create a weak field Einstein ring,
because of the negative deflection angle at the asymptotic infinity.
Here α and β are the angular celestial coordinates in the observer’s
sky.
that the wormhole under consideration is capable to cre-
ate a weak field Einstein ring. In this case, the ring is
smaller in size than the size of the Einstein ring inherent
for the Schwarzschild black hole as with the increase of
the metric parameter α the ring that has been created
slightly increase in size.
The positions of the created weak field Einstein rings
by the considered compact objects with exotic geome-
tries are shown in Fig. 5 together with the weak field
Einstein ring specific for the Schwarzschild black hole
for comparison.
The results obtained in the section could be used in
observational contexts to test the theories of gravity on
which the considered black hole and wormhole solu-
tions are based. If the gravitational lens is identified
with a black hole, we can estimate the presence of an
electrical charge Q/M or in the case of a wormhole to
calculate the radius of the wormhole throat r0 in terms
of the specific for the lens system distances DOS , DOL
and DLS .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, first we have calculated the deflection
angle by GHS BH and EMaD BH in weak field approxi-
mation. We applied the GBT to the corresponding opti-
cal geometries that provide us to calculate the deflection
angle by integrating over a domain outside the impact
parameter. Notice an interesting fact: the effect of the
bending of light ray is a global effect. The deflection an-
gle by GHS BH and then by EMaD BH are calculated as
follows:
αˆGHS ' 2 r+
b
+ 2
γ r−
b
+ O(r2+, r
2
−), (107)
and
αˆEMaD ' 2 r+
b
+ 2
r−
bγ
+ O(r2+, r
2
−). (108)
The difference between the deflection angles are plot-
ted in Fig. 1. As the distance of the closest approach r0
decreases the impact parameter b decreases too and the
deflection of the light trajectory grows more and more.
In the case of GHS BH and EMaD BH, it is interest-
ing to point out that, up to the first order terms, the de-
flection angles are reduced to the Einstein deflection an-
gle αˆ ' 4M/b and are not affected at all by the electric
charge Q which is encoded in r±. In other words, the ef-
fect of electric charge becomes significant if we take into
account higher order terms.
Next, to elucidate observational differences between
the deflection angle by the black hole and wormhole
phenomena, the deflection angle by phantom worm-
holes such as wormholes with a bounded mass func-
tion, wormholes with an unbounded mass function and
wormholes with vanishing redshift function are calcu-
lated by using the GBT as follows:
αˆpw1 '
2 r0
b
(1− a) + O(r20, a2), (109)
αˆpw2 ' −
√
pi
2
Γ
(
3
4
)
Γ
(
5
4
)√r0
b
(1− 2a) + O(r0, a2) (110)
and
αˆpw3 '
(1 + α[1− ln 2])r0
b
+ O(r0, α
2). (111)
We see that besides the effect of the wormhole ge-
ometry on the bending of light encoded in r0, the pa-
rameters α and a also affects the value of the deflection
angle in an interesting way. Neglecting the effect of α
and a, we see that the geometric contribution depends
on the particular choose of the mass function. For in-
stance, in the case of wormhole with a bounded mass
function we find a magnitude of the banding angle twice
as r0/b. Moreover, in the case of wormhole with an un-
bounded mass function the magnitude of the deflection
angle can be negative at a distance far enough from the
wormhole throat, where the weak field approximation is
valid. Finally we should point out that, according to the
perturbative analyses performed in the present paper
the agreement between the deflection angles obtained
via the GBT and geodesic approach is exact up to the
first order terms, thus going to higher order terms the
agreement breaks down. The main reason for this is the
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straight line approximation involved in the integration
domain. In principle, this inconsistency can be resolved
by choosing a more precise relation for the light ray tra-
jectory in the integration domain. Nevertheless these
phantom wormholes are interesting from a theoretical
point of view because of arising in general relativity.
Afterwards, we checked these results using the
geodesics method and confirmed them. In Fig. 1 we
have seen that, the approximated deflection angles by
GHS and EMaD black holes (87) and (91) calculated by
the geodesics method have a perfect coincidence with
the numerically calculated deflection angles in the weak
field limit r±/b → 0. Notice, that the approximation
breaks down when the minimal distance of the closest
approach rm converge to the photon sphere radius of
the black holes. Moreover, the calculated approximate
expressions for the deflection angles describe correctly
the slightly repulsive effect on the light rays deviation
by the EMaD black hole versus GHS black hole, as the
numerical calculations shown.
Finally, we have study the observational relevance of
the results obtained in the paper knowing the light de-
flection angles of the considered phantom black holes
and wormholes. Assuming, the compact dark massive
object at the centre of the Galaxy is a lens we have found
that the wormhole with a bounded mass function can
form weak field Einstein ring with larger angular ra-
dius with respect to the radius of the Einstein ring by
Garfinkle-Horowitz-Ströminger dilation and Einstein-
Maxwell anti-dilaton black holes, as well the Einstein
ring by phantom wormhole with a vanishing redshift
function.
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